
Maria Morganti 
“One diary leads to another” 

      “... my father gave me a small suitcase filled with his manuscripts 
and notebooks...... «Just take a look – he said, slightly embarrassed 
–.See if there’s anything in there you can use..»” 

(from Orhan Pamuk, My Father’s Case, Einaudi, Turin 2007) 
 

“9th October 1988, Sunday 
“What can come out of two diary writers meeting up?  Nothing but the pages of a crisscross diary.” 

 
(from Piero Morganti’s Diary) 

 
For about the last seven years I have been working on a project called Diaries. It involves strips of wood 
measuring 10 cm x 100 cm over which I spread (every day) the colour I use for painting my canvases. I keep 
a trace of everything that goes through my studio, as if it were a diary. A diary of colours instead of words. 
After focusing on the process-related and diary side of my painting for a number of years, I have started to 
think about where it all comes from... And I have decided that this feeling comes from my father's diaries. My 
father, who was a journalist, union man and writer, kept a diary for almost his entire life. Every day he wrote 
something down in his notebooks. These 34 notebooks are now in my hands. Growing up with a man, with a 
father who took a certain amount of time out every day to write something in this mysterious diary was a very 
powerful experience…. A project based around the idea of a diary developed out of all this: an artist’s book. 
"One diary leads to another", the title I chose for this work, is taken for the entry he made in one of his 
notebooks on “1st March 1995", a week before he died. 
The artist’s book entitled "One diary leads to another" comes in two parts (plus an appendix with an English 
translation of my father's diaries). 
 
a) "Two crisscross diaries" 
The first part is a leporello book,  24 m long and 10 cm high, with twenty-four of my coloured diaries 
reproduced on a 1:1 scale on one side and a selection of my father's diaries on the other side, chosen by me 
and my husband, Luca Pes, a historian. I have selected 700 out of a total of approximately 12,000 pages; 
Luca made a further selection resulting in a final total of approximately 100 pages. Without his help working 
on this project, which is also his, assisting with the overall layout and editing, this publication would never 
have been possible. 
So there are two diaries running alongside each other: one in colours and the other in words. My diary, which 
is a work in progress, is completely rendered in photographs, right down to the present  (April 2009), with the 
exception of diary number 6, which was painted between February and April 2006 and is no longer in my 
possession. My father's diary is simply a selection from another collection, which is not totally complete 
either.  
There were originally 38 notebooks. Four have gone missing: number 15 (from September 1982 to February 
1984), numbers 20 and 21 (from September 1987 to  August 1988) and number 23 (from January to April 
1989). The fact that the diaries are not complete gives added meaning to the project: traces of the past are 
lost. From what remains we can construct new meaning and a new sense of unity. What we experienced, 
what took place and what we produced, can be ordered differently and be given a different image each time 
it comes into our hands. Essentially the same thing, but in a different form. 
The two diaries follow on from each other…. my father’s began in the 1960s and ended in the 1990s, mine 
began in 2005 and I do not know when it will end. One diary leads to another, one life continues through 
another...  
 
b) "Sharing" 
On the other hand, the second part consists of a collection of contributions on the project theme. I turned to 
people I know very well, close friends, friends of my father and mother or my husband's friends, as well as 
people I do not know very well, who I thought could provide a notable contribution to this project. 
I asked them to say something on the topic of a diary, memory, autobiography and the day-to-day traces of 
life, not by talking about my work or my father's diaries, but approaching the subject with complete freedom 
from their own viewpoints. Not necessarily approaching it from a professional angle but rather on a totally 
subjective basis. 
Everybody provided their own very distinct contribution. Some people gave me excerpts from their own 
written or visual diary, some produced their own work or piece of writing, some wrote an essay, some poetry, 
some met may request in the form of a letter, some through a dedication….. some looked at the issue of 
memory, some at the importance of narration and history, some studied the issue of time in relation to their 
own life, some the relationship between a father and daughter, father and son or mother and son, some 



looked at the subject of a diary within their own field of study, some inverted the chronological notion of time, 
some put forward a vision of time based on their own rhythms or priorities, some thought about my father, 
some about me and my father, some about my work, some about the work of other artists, some gave me 
their own diary of colours, etc…. 
 
The second part of the research project derives from a strong desire to share and interrelate with other 
people. I envisaged it as an exchange between me (an artist) and a series of people (intellectuals, artists, 
scientists, thinkers etc.). As if I were wrapping my arms around other people in a powerful embrace and 
asking them to put themselves "into play" with me, accompanying me on this very intimate journey, as if 
relating my own pictorial work to life. 
For the occasion I decided to paint a large picture composed of 40 paintings (each measuring 50 cm x 60 
cm) corresponding to the number of people involved. It is actually a fragmented diary covering approximately 
ten months of my time. 
A project envisaged as one large whole, with one painting leading to the second and the second to the third 
and the third to the fourth etc... 
The entire work will be displayed in its entirety only once and then each individual piece will go to all the 
people involved. Each fragment or, in other words, each painting will be given to all the friends who 
contributed to this work and travelled along a small stretch of road with me. 
This entire project would not have been possible without the presence, support and involvement of my 
mother, Mia Mendini, who jointly inherited my father's diaries with me, together with the sense of 
responsibility, honour and good fortune to have received such a rich legacy.  
 
Venice, April 2009 


